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VISION
People live in safe, affordable housing. They have access to positive
educational and cultural experiences. Recreational centers are conveniently
located and staff serve as positive role models, especially for the children.
All aspects of the environment—e.g., air, water, soil— are safe and healthy.
The community values the unique attributes of each neighborhood, whether
rural or urban.

SAFE NEIGHBORHOODS OUTCOME TEAM REPORT
Statement
Safe neighborhoods are an integral part of the quality of life in the Miami Valley.
The reality of safety and security in the neighborhoods does not center solely around
felony offenses. Fortunately, statistically, felony crimes are not that prevalent; however,
misdemeanor and “lifestyle” offenses continue to directly impact the quality of neighborhood life. These are offenses such as disorderly conduct, trespass, loitering, public
intoxication, and minor drug possession.
Research indicates that in many instances the low level misdemeanor offenses being
committed and jeopardizing the quality of life in specific communities are perpetrated
by the same individuals. This same research tells us that the approaches taken in the
past to deal with these issues have been ineffective.

Findings
Examination of misdemeanor arrest statistics indicates 15 individuals accounted for
272 separate arrests during CY 2005. A number of variables have to be considered when
determining the amount of time involved in making a physical arrest of an individual
and the completion of the associated paperwork. The average time is estimated at 45 minutes to 1.5 hours per arrest. In addition, according to Dayton Police and Sheriff’s records,
these same individuals were encountered by officers and deputies in many situations
where an arrest did not occur. We cannot begin to estimate the time utilized by the jail
staff and the courts to deal with these same individuals.

Recommendation
Establishment of a special court docket, known as the Safe Neighborhoods Court
(SNC), and the hiring of a probation officer (SNCPO) to provide intensive supervision
to a select number of individuals. These individuals would be identified through jail
record information.
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i ghborhoods

The goal of the Safe Neighborhoods Court
is to improve the quality of life in the neighborhood by interaction with the relatively
small group of individuals who are responsible for most of the negative contacts in
the neighborhood. The Court cannot and
would not target any individuals for arrest
and prosecution, but rather, once individuals
are arrested and convicted, will work closely
with these individuals to lessen their further
involvement in the criminal justice system.
When Dayton Police or the Montgomery
County Sheriff (in the Northridge area of
Harrison Township) makes an arrest and
books the defendant into the Montgomery
County jail, if the defendant is one of the
individuals who has been identified as a
candidate for the SNC, the jail’s computer
system will “flag” this individual and the
SNC probation officer will be contacted. If
the defendant is already on probation, the
probation officer will find out the facts of
the alleged offense and potentially contact
the judge to decide whether the individual
should remain in custody or be released.
The Dayton and Vandalia Municipal
Courts have agreed to establish an “SNC
Docket” for individuals who have been
identified as needing special intervention.
The defendant will appear before the
judge at the next court session. If the
defendant pleads not guilty, the case will
proceed as any other case. If the defendant

pleads or is found guilty, the SNCPO will
immediately meet with the defendant and
establish a probation plan. The judge will
order the defendant back into court regularly to report on his or her progress. The
SNCPO will have constant contact with
the defendant and the court.
“Traditional courts” have used the misdemeanor criminal sanction to punish the
offender and to deter future antisocial
conduct. Statistical and anecdotal reporting
by anyone who has been involved with the
system demonstrates the minimal success
of such theories. Another goal of a sanction
is rehabilitation, but the reality is that the
number of offenders and the multiple problems of the offenders do not allow serious
rehabilitation. Vandalia Municipal Court,
which covers Harrison Township, has one
probation officer assigned to supervise
2,400 offenders. Dayton Municipal Court’s
ratio is 120 offenders per probation officer.
Initially, the SNCPO will work with no
more than 15 individuals, and these are
people who have been identified as already
demonstrating a propensity to re-offend at
the misdemeanor level in the neighborhoods. As we learn from experience, this
number may increase or decrease, but the
key is to develop relationships among
the judge, the probation officer, and the
defendant. The probation officer will be
a combined law enforcement officer, social
worker, treatment professional and,

perhaps, nursemaid. The judge is the
arbiter, parent figure, and mentor, the
neighborhood and its quality of life are
the beneficiaries.
THE SAFE NEIGHBORHOODS COURT WILL:

❂ improve the quality of life and the
safety of the neighborhood;
❂ reduce the jail population by diverting
offenders from the criminal justice
system;
❂ free up police time to pursue and
investigate violent offenders;
❂ initiate lifestyle and behavioral
changes of offenders thus reducing
future crime and enhancing the quality
of life in the neighborhoods while
equipping an individual to function
in our community;
❂ determine alternative strategies;
❂ coordinate efforts and share information with other Outcome Teams.

Funding Approval
This project, as with most new projects,
will require a certain amount of start-up
time. Depending on the qualifications of
the probation officer hired for this project,
a certain amount of training may be
required. Therefore, a funding allocation
was requested and approved for a two-year
period. Project implementation began in
October of 2006.
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YOUNG PEOPLE SUCCEEDING

❂ Children and young people are valued.

❂ Young people finish high school
ready for higher education or ready
to compete in the labor market.
❂ Young people receive mentoring in
the family and the neighborhood to
distinguish right from wrong.
STRONG FAMILIES

❂ Families are able to nurture their
members and provide a sense of
well-being.
❂ Family members collaborate and
parents and children communicate
positively.
❂ Families are able to address conflicts.

❂ There are no visible signs of crime in
the neighborhood.
❂ The neighborhood is perceived as safe
by those outside the neighborhood.
AFFORDABLE HOUSING/ATTRACTIVE
NEIGHBORHOODS

❂ People have access to safe and affordable housing.
❂ Neighborhoods are attractively
designed—street grids, livable scale,
landscaping, etc.
❂ Positive educational and cultural
experiences are available.
❂ Recreation centers for children and
adults are present.
NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES AND AMENITIES

❂ Neighborhood shopping is available—convenience, hardware, dry
cleaning, etc.

❂ Parents spend high-quality time with
their children.

❂ Public services—police, fire, trash
collection, road repair, etc. – are perceived as good.

❂ One or more members of the family
has access to employment that
provides a living wage and benefits.

❂ Community programs and faith
communities provide family
strengthening services.

❂ Barriers to employment are
minimized.

❂ Senior citizen programs and services
are available.

❂ The building of assets, such as home
ownership, is encouraged.
HEALTHY PEOPLE

❂ Everyone has access to an affordable
level of heath care.
❂ Child health care needs are provided.
❂ Information and support needed to
avoid preventable health problems
are provided.
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❂ People feel safe in their homes and
walking around the neighborhood.

❂ Parents are responsible for the physical, social, and moral education of
their children.

ECONOMIC SELF-SUFFICIENCY
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NEIGHBORHOOD LEADERSHIP

❂ Leaders are organizing the neighborhood to identify and solve problems
and work toward goals.
❂ Leaders are building social capital,
e.g., there is increasing trust and a
willingness to set standards for the
neighborhood.
❂ Leaders are social entrepreneurs.
❂ Faith-based communities care about
the neighborhood and are willing to
invest time and resources.

SUPPORTIVE AND ENGAGED NEIGHBORHOODS OUTCOME TEAM REPORT
Introduction
During 2006, the Supportive and Engaged Neighborhoods
Outcome Team conducted a community conversation on building
supportive and engaged neighborhoods in Montgomery County.
The conversation started among the members of the team and
grew during the year to include four neighborhood forums (two
in Dayton and one each in Kettering and Harrison Township),
a meeting with the Chairs of Dayton’s Priority Boards, and a
meeting with the Political and Social Action Committee of the
Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance. What the team heard
during these conversations helped shape this report. The year
ended with some recommendations from the team to the FCFC
and a commitment to continue the conversation.

A Historical Overview of Neighborhoods
in Montgomery County
The team identified several long-term trends that are affecting
neighborhoods in Dayton and Montgomery County. One set of
trends has to do with “urban sprawl” and its consequences. As a
result, there has been a major movement of population out of the
center city area. In the wake of this population shift, both poverty
and racial minorities have become concentrated in the center city
neighborhoods. (Figs.1 and 2.)

MONTGOMERY COUNTY POVERTY RATES
■ <20%

■ <40%

■ 40% +

A Working Definition
The team started by formulating a working definition of a
“supportive and engaged neighborhood:”
❂ A supportive neighborhood is a neighborhood in which
children succeed and families thrive.
❂ An engaged neighborhood is a neighborhood where multiple roles of leadership exist that are capable of mobilizing
the neighborhood to solve problems, set goals, and implement initiatives so that children succeed and families thrive.
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Fig. 1 Both the decline in Dayton’s population and the increase in the
proportion of city residents who are in a racial minority can be
seen in this chart.

In Montgomery County, the number of Census tracts (marked by

Fig. 2 thin lines) with high poverty rates (above 20%, green) and extremely
high poverty rates (40% and above, blue) has increased dramatically
since 1970. The area covered by these affected tracts has spread
within the county but includes much of Dayton (marked by a
thicker outline).
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N E I G H B O R H O O D S T R AT E G Y M A P
Making Connections, an Annie E. Casey Foundation Initiative

CHILD SUCCESS
FA M I LY S T R E N G T H
C H I L D R E N A R E H E A LT H Y A N D
R E A DY TO S U C C E E D I N S C H O O L
SUPPORTIVE & ENGAGED
NEIGHBORHOOD
FA M I L I E S H AV E I N C R E A S E D
EARNINGS AND INCOME

FA M I L I E S H AV E I N C R E A S E D
LEVELS OF ASSETS

FA M I L I E S H AV E A C C E S S TO
QUALITY SERVICES AND
S U P P O R T S T H AT W O R K F O R T H E M
FA M I L I E S A N D N E I G H B O R H O O D S
H AV E S T R O N G I N F O R M A L
SUPPORTS AND NETWORKS
FA M I L I E S, YO U T H , A N D N E I G H B O R H O O D S
I N C R E A S E T H E I R C I V I C PA R T I C I PAT I O N

Fig. 3 One of the “best practice” models that the team examined is illustrated.

Another set of trends involves the ongoing transformation of
our national economy. The decline in manufacturing over the
last several decades has hit the Dayton region particularly hard.
The “knowledge economy” that is replacing it makes significant
educational demands on workers, and a high school education
plus higher education are increasingly essential.

The working conclusion of the team is that there is a strong
pattern of injustice in the greater Dayton community. The high
concentrations of poverty and race in the center city create conditions where many children and families in these neighborhoods
are constrained from participating in the economic, social, and
cultural mainstream of our city and the nation.

Poverty, especially extreme poverty, exacts a heavy toll on
neighborhoods by doing the following:

The Supportive and Engaged Neighborhood

❂ Reducing private sector activity
❂ Raising prices for low-income households
❂ Limiting job networks and employment ambitions
❂ Inhibiting educational opportunity
❂ Stimulating higher levels of crime
❂ Contributing to poor physical and mental health
❂ Hindering wealth-building
❂ Burdening local government services and fiscal capacities
❂ Creating political and societal divisions
Young people in high-poverty neighborhoods are much more
likely to drop out of school, to give birth as teenagers, to be killed
by gunfire, to suffer reportable abuse and neglect, and to be placed
in foster care than their counterparts in affluent neighborhoods.
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The many strengths and assets of persons and families within a
distressed neighborhood provide a starting point for reversing
this process of disinvestment and for rebuilding the neighborhood. Rebuilding the neighborhood involves building a rich
network of relationships within the neighborhood and with
partners outside the neighborhood.
In its work, the team identified several models that can be considered “best practices,” including initiatives of the Annie E. Casey
Foundation1, the Developmental Assets framework of the Search
Institute2, and the work of the Coalition for Community Schools.3
Collectively, these models reinforce the notion that children
succeed when families thrive and that families thrive when
neighborhoods are supportive and engaged; Fig. 3 illustrates one
of the models. From the many organizations which have used the
Search Institute framework comes some good advice:

❂ USE MULTIPLE INTERVENTIONS: Increasing the number of
developmental assets across settings in a neighborhood
is what matters most, not increasing specific strengths
or combinations of strengths in any single setting.
❂ START EARLY: Building development assets can have an
impact at the time of intervention as well as later.
❂ WORK FROM A NEIGHBORHOOD PERSPECTIVE: Neighborhoodwide efforts to build development assets are as important
as those at the organization, family, and individual levels.
An additional “best practice” that the team considered is the
FCFC’s own use of outcomes and indicators. A working set of
neighborhood outcomes, based on the FCFC community outcomes, is summarized on page 52.

Recommendations
Building supportive and engaged neighborhoods is not easy and
will not happen overnight. It will take the sustained commitment
of many agencies, organizations, institutions and citizens.
The team recommends that the FCFC begin by building the
support of its key partners for a collaborative effort that focuses
on a small, manageable number of neighborhoods. The partners,
including the Human Services Levy Council, the Board of County
Commissioners, the United Way of the Greater Dayton Area, the
Dayton City Commission, Dayton Public Schools, and others,
should be asked to align their resources and energies to help these
neighborhoods become supportive and engaged.

and its Outcome Teams accomplish this. In this effort, the FCFC
should build on its own use of community outcomes and indicators
by crafting a common set of outcomes describing a supportive
and engaged neighborhood. Then neighborhood-based indicators
can be developed. As the integrated FCFC response evolves, it
should be sensitive to the challenges of specific neighborhoods.
The team further recommends that 50% of the funds awarded
through the Human Services Levy Supported Services Fund be
directed to agencies with projects that are part of one or more of
the neighborhood initiatives. This will allow the funded projects
to align their efforts toward a common set of outcomes and to use a
common set of indicators for evaluation. The team recommends
that other key partners in the collaborative also make a commitment of discretionary funds to the neighborhoods, and that the
first initiative to build a supportive and engaged neighborhood
should begin in the fall of 2008.
1

See http://www.aecf.org/initiatives/mc/ and
http://www.aecf.org/rci/

2

See http://www.search-institute.org/assets/

3

See http://www.communityschools.org/
mtdhomepage.html.

Distressed neighborhoods with discernable assets, i.e., neighborhoods with a possibility of success, should be the focus. As a
result this effort can build upon current initiatives and strengths
– Neighborhood School Centers, Strong Kids for Strong
Communities, physical and economic redevelopment efforts,
active neighborhood organizations, etc. The selection of neighborhoods should be phased in over time and should be done
with a ten-year commitment from the partners and rigorous
accountability for investments.
The team also recommends that the FCFC integrate the work of
the other Outcome Teams around neighborhoods and develop a
“Theory of Action” for building supportive and engaged neighborhoods. An outside consultant can be engaged to help the FCFC
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